MEXICO

e-commerce payments overview

Mexico’s e-commerce market enjoys unique
advantages. Thanks to its geographic location and
inclusion in NAFTA, US multinationals have been
present in Mexico since the 1990s.
Mexican e-commerce got its start with global
companies taking pointers from their US-based
headquarters, including Walmart, Sam’s Club, and
Home Depot. Most recently, Amazon launched its
with its popular Prime service. Walmart will open
its own marketplace by 2018; MercadoLibre has
launched its own premium delivery service. This
competitive pressure will only serve to improve and
bolster local e-commerce activity.
By 2021, e-commerce in Mexico is projected to
grow to nearly $48 billion, solidifying this country’s
position as an imperative market for expanding
global merchants.

KEY STATS
E-commerce market size

$22B
20%

in total e-commerce
spend in 2017
projected 2018-2021
CAGR

Desktop vs. mobile purchasing

37%
63%

of online sales
took place on a mobile device
of online sales
took place on a desktop

Domestic vs. cross-border shopping

86%
14%

of online sales were to local,
Mexican merchants
of online sales were cross-border
—made on an international website

Source: AMIPCI, interviews, AMI analysis
* 2017 data.
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FIGURE 19. HISTORIC AND PROJECTED E-COMMERCE VOLUME, MEXICO, 2014-2021, USD
BILLIONS

Sources: AMIPCI, ISID, market interviews, AMI analysis

Mexico’s demographics highly favor rapid and
widespread e-commerce adoption, especially on
mobile. Mexico has a high proportion of 18-40 year
olds, more than 80% of whom live in cities and
85% of whom own a smartphone. This population
is online, plugged-in and ready to consume.

WHAT IS DRIVING GROWTH?
 High smartphone penetration.
E-commerce
growth had a late onset in Mexico considering its
large population of 127 million. But smartphone and
Internet penetration have now exceeded 50% and
are attracting more e-commerce customers daily.
 Significant upgrades to local payment
methods. Leading convenience store chain Oxxo has
greatly improved its cash payment experience with
its newly launched product, OxxoPay, which is now
mobile-ready for consumers and provides real-time
 Investment in fintech.
From digital
banking to online lending to various iterations
of digital wallets, Mexico is experiencing a
banking transformation, promoting the use of
mobile devices for transactional purposes.

Access to payment methods is a challenge for this
population, but smart merchants can overcome this
had stellar success in Mexico City, thanks in part to
launching its own debit card and cash acceptance
to cater to the underbanked.
Of course, Mexico faces its own challenges. Fraud
is a serious problem, at an estimated 2% compared
to <0.5% in the US. Perhaps more grave is the fear
of fraud and the lack of consumer protections from
banks. Many credit card-wielding Mexicans are
loath to use their cards online; fraud is rampant
and the chargeback process is grueling. Disputing
obtaining signatures, producing invoices and hours
of standing in line in addition to an overall feeling
of being hoodwinked. For too many, shopping
online is simply not worth the risk, unless the online
retailer has taken the time to build trust. Partnering
with local payment providers and offering local
customer support is a must to win the e-commerce
race in Mexico.
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FIGURE 20. E-COMMERCE VOLUME BY
VERTICAL, MEXICO, 2017, USD BILLIONS

Latin America. To accept local debit cards, however,
merchants must integrate with local acquirers or a
payment processor offering local debit cards.
Cash also plays a fundamental role in Mexican
e-commerce, dominated by convenience store chain
Oxxo. With its product OxxoPay, consumers print
out a payment voucher or receive it on their mobile
device, making payments at any of Oxxo’s 15,000
retail locations. This—as well as other cash payment
providers including 7-Eleven and several pharmacies—
represent 20% of the pie, or about $3 billion in volume.

FIGURE 21.
E-COMMERCE VOLUME BY PAYMENT
METHOD, MEXICO, 2017, USD BILLIONS

Sources:
AMIPCI, ISID, market interviews, AMI analysis

HOW MEXICANS PAY
One advantage of the Mexican e-commerce market
is that nearly all major network credit cards are
enabled for international purchasing, unlike Brazil,
Chile, Argentina and Uruguay. But there’s a catch.
Credit card penetration is chronically low at 25% of
the population—behind all other markets covered in
this report besides Peru. This speaks to the elitist
and exclusive nature of banking in Mexico and the
impetus for merchants to offer alternative, locally
relevant ways to pay.

Sources:
AMIPCI, ISID, market interviews, AMI analysis

Mexico is unique in the region in that debit plays a
and convinced them to enable debit, nearly all
debit cards in Mexico carry a CVV code and are
e-commerce compatible. Debit represents 24% of
all e-commerce spend, an unusually high number in

Finally, enabling installments is recommended in
Mexico, as around 30%-40% of all e-commerce spend
is made using an installment plan.
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Global merchants accepting credit cards in Mexico
tap into 42% of e-commerce spend. However, 58%
of total volume—including debit cards and popular
cash payments—will remain inaccessible if
merchants are not integrated with local acquirers.
Merchants who do not enable local
nearly $13 billion in local market spend.

ESSENTIAL MEXICO TAKEAWAYS
Mexico is Latin America’s second-largest market
for e-commerce and has only begun to realize
its full potential. Growing at 28% annually, it is
positioned to shrink its market distance from
Brazil, attaining $48 billion in annual online
spend by 2021.
Because of the fear of fraud, when it comes to
transacting online, Mexican e-consumers may be
the most skeptical in the region. But the entrance
of Amazon and the digitization of banking are
promoting the rapid adoption of e-commerce.

RELEVANT REGULATORY
DEVELOPMENTS
Mexico is a less rigid market than Brazil
when it comes to embracing international
merchants. Opening a local entity is far easier
and there is no withholding tax. Moving
goods across the US border has also been
traditionally easier thanks to both proximity
and a friendly trade relationship. However,
there is much uncertainty around this last
point since the 2016 US presidential election
and the Trump administration’s wishes to
adopt more protectionist policies. For the
friendlier home than in many other countries
in the region.
In 2017, the Mexican government passed a
technology companies. The hope is that the
established regulatory framework will create
protections and trust for consumers. Skeptics
believe the law will create barriers to entry for

Credit card penetration remains stubbornly
low. To fully penetrate the Mexican market
merchants need a strategy that incorporates
local alternative payment methods.
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